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mortal, (a) subject to death, (b)
'mortal in My' = mortally
foolishj 2. 4. 53, 54
motley. There were two sorts of
fool at this period: the motley
fool and the fool in the yellow
petticoat. Apparently the motley
fool was the superior intellectu-
ally, the other type being the
'natural* or idiot. The motley
fool's costume consisted of a
parti-coloured coat, with bells
on the elbows or at the skirts $
closehoseand breeches, generally
with the two legs of a different
cokror$ and a hood decora ted with,
asses.' ears or cockscomb. He
usually carried in his hand the-
sceptre of his .office, the bauble,
which was a stick ornamented
with a fool's head at the end,
to which was often attached the
inflated bladder for the purpose
of belabouring Ms enemies.
Some fools carried a dagger of
lath as well or instead. (Douce,
Illustrations of Shakespeare, ii.
317)52.7.1^17,29, etc.
names* The general sense'is .clear
(v. note), though the precise
meaning is uncertain* Furness.
quotes from Cooper's Thesaurus,
of the day, 'nomina, the names
of debtes owen'| 2.5.20
natural* idiptj i. 2.30
natural philosopher, (a) scien-
tist, esp. physicist, (£) Touch-
stone also glances at 'natural'
ssddioty whose philosophy would
be profound; 3.2.30
naught, (i) worthless, useless,- r.
2.625 3; 2.155 (B) 'benaught,'
i.e. keep quiet* shut up, make
yourself scarce; i. r**33
 new-fangled, carried away by
novelty, giddy-patedf 4, 1. 147
observance, respectful attention;
3. 2. 2325 5. 2. 92
occasion, 'an opportunity of
attacking, of fault-finding, of
giving or taking offence; a
"handle** against * person*
.(N.E.D. 'occasion' I. 1)5 4. r.
169.
odds, superiority, advantage (cf.
.L.L.L. i. 2. 169); z. 2. 148
painted cloth, the commonest
and cheapest kind of wall-
hanging, generally representing
some tale or sentimental theme
—'a pretty slight drollery,, or
the story of the Prodigal, or the
German hunting in waterwork*
(2 Hen. IF, 2. r. 156-58) —
with verses to match; 3. 2.
271
pair o* stairs, a flight of stairs
•pancake, The word 'pancake* in
the i6th and xyth cent was
equivalent to 'fritter* or 'flap-
jack*; NJB.D. ('fritter* aK i)
quotes Taylor the Water-Poet
(1.634)? 4pancake or fritter or
flapiacke.* Now meat-fritters
might very well be eaten with
mustard; i. 2. 60.
pantaloon, orig. a stock figure
0f the Italian comic stage* re-
presenting Venice, and shown
as a lean* foolish; and vicious old
man, wearing spectacles, hose
and sHppers (v. N.E.D* 'panta-
loon'1 z <z); hence 'a dotard* an
oldfoQP52*7* 158
parcels (in), in detail, piece-meal j
« *' V2* ,
part, depart from; 2. x. 51

